Neurofibromatosis Type 2-Related Eye Disease Correlated With Genetic Severity Type.
Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is an uncommon but well-recognized disorder characterized by multiple schwannomas and meningiomas. Adults typically present with hearing loss and balance disturbance, and children with ocular, dermatological, and neurological signs. Clinical diagnosis is confirmed by neuroimaging and genetic testing. Although ophthalmic features are present in patients with NF2, there are no reports correlating genetic severity subtypes with ophthalmic involvement. We retrospectively reviewed longitudinal ophthalmological data of 83 patients with NF2, with known genetic severity subtype, to determine visual function over time. We created a scoring system (Oxford NF2 Ophthalmic Score [ONOS]) to quantify visually debilitating pathology. The prevalence of optic atrophy, combined hamartomas, cataract, and epiretinal membranes significantly increased with genetic severity. Median age of survival to visual acuity worse than 1.0 logarithm of minimum angle of resolution in one eye significantly decreased with genetic severity and was 38 years in the genetically severe group, 49 years in moderate classics, 64 years in mild classics, and 84 years in the tissue mosaics. In the genetically severe, the visually damaging pathologies were largely untreatable. The ONOS correlated with genetic severity longitudinally and cross-sectionally. Mutations associated with severe systemic disease result in greater visual morbidity at an earlier age. Those with tissue mosaicism are unlikely to have visually debilitating pathology secondary to NF2. Potentially treatable sources of damage to vision, however, affect all groups and must be identified early and treated effectively to retain useful vision throughout life.